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ABSTRACT: The idea that complex systems have a hierarchical
arrangement has been widely observed on various scales. In this
work, we introduce the concept of modular programming, which
emphasizes isolating the functionality of a system into
independent, interchangeable modules, to tailor the hierarchy
and diversity in these complex systems. Guided by modular
programming, a system with multiple compatible components,
including modules A, B, C, and so forth, can be constructed and
subsequently modified into modules A′, B′, C′, and so forth
independently. As a proof of concept, a series of multivariate
hierarchical metal−organic frameworks (MOFs) with various
compositions, ratios, and distributions were prepared as a
compatible system. Sequential click reactions and acid treatments can be utilized to selectively modify a certain modular
MOF into a polymer, while other modular MOFs either remain in their original state or dissolve upon treatment. As a result, a
series of polymer/MOF composites that traditionally have been viewed as incompatible can be prepared with tailored properties
and behaviors. The resulting polymer/MOF hierarchical composites represent a unique porous composite material which
contains functional groups and metal clusters with controllable compositions and distribution, tunable hierarchically porous
structures, and tailored diversity within one framework. This general synthesis approach guided by modular programming not
only provides a facile method to tailor hierarchy and diversity in multivariate systems but also enables the investigation into
hierarchy and its structured control flow, which is a critical design feature of future materials for their fast adaptivity and
responses to variable environmental conditions.

■ INTRODUCTION

The concept that complex systems have a hierarchical, or
multilevel, organization has been widely observed at various
scales, from the atomic to the astronomical level and from cells
to society.1,2 For example, well-defined hierarchical modules
and their sequences in human brain networks have enabled our
ability to perform complicated functions and engage in well-
controlled behaviors.3 These features have inspired chemists to
design tailored architectures with controllable hierarchy and
heterogeneity in a wide range of materials including polymers,
porous materials, and nanomaterials.4−7 For example, recent
works on hierarchical metal−organic frameworks (MOFs)
have demonstrated unusual properties and behaviors which
exist through the precise placement of functionalities that can
complete tandem chemical processes.8−13

Multivariate (MTV) polymer/MOF composites have also
been regarded as promising hierarchical systems because of
their combination of a soft system with high processability and
a robust system with well-controlled pore environments, which
has shown wide applications in adsorption, separation, and
catalysis.14−21 One effective way to prepare the polymer/MOF

composites is through postsynthetic polymerization.17,22 For
example, Wang and co-workers demonstrate the initiator
functionalization of UiO-66-NH2 with a methacrylate mono-
mer (UiO stands for University of Oslo).23 Matzger and co-
workers studied the formation of MOF-5-polystyrene via a
controlled styrene polymerization process that resulted in the
polystyrene being uniformly distributed throughout the cubic
MOF-5 crystals.24 However, in these examples, the internal
porosity is partially blocked by the polymers, leading to
decreased surface areas and accessible pore volumes. To
selectively functionalize the MOF surfaces, Kokado and Sada
et al. chose poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM), a
polymer whose monomer is significantly larger than the pore
sizes of UiO-66-NH2, to modify the MOF surfaces while
preserving the bulk porosity.25 In addition, a preformed
polymer backbone can also be utilized to construct polymer/
MOF composites according to reports by Cohen’s group.26 In
this case, the linkers are incorporated into a polymer backbone
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and subsequently coordinated with metal clusters to form
polyMOFs. The covalent immobilization of polymer chains
onto MOF surfaces can be achieved without disturbing the
majority of the framework structure. However, the precise
hierarchical engineering of modular compositions and the

controlling of the ratios and distributions of polymer and MOF
within the composites have not been reached. The controlled
development of these designer materials has become a
persistant challenge mainly because of the incompatibilities
of the two parent materials.

Scheme 1. Illustration of the Concept of Modular Programming on the Synthesis of Multivariate (MTV) Hierarchical
Polymer/Metal−Organic Framework (MOF) Compositesa

a(a) The idea of modular programming, as inspired by C++ software design principles, emphasizes isolating the functionality of a system into
independent, interchangeable modules. Each module contains the information necessary to execute only one desired functionality while not
interacting with the other modules. (b) Basic building units for the construction of MTV hierarchical polymer/MOF composites including labile
Zn4O clusters, clickable organic linker AzTPDC, and a cross-linker with acetylene groups. (c) Stepwise templated synthesis of MTV hierarchical
polymer/MOF composites (modules A″, B, and C′) through the polymerization and hydrolysis of MTV hierarchical MOF-on-MOF precursors
(modules A, B, and C). (d) Zn-AzTPDC as module A can be transformed to poly-AzTPDC-CL4 via sequential polymerization and hydrolysis. (e)
PCN-222 (Zr-TCPP) as module B can maintain its original state during sequential polymerization and hydrolysis. (f) HKUST-1 (Cu-BTC) as
module C can be selectively removed during acid treatment, leading to the formation of hollow space (module C′) insides the composites. Note
that the ball-and-stick model of Zn-AzTPDC refers to the whole crystal lattice. The size of PCN-222/HKUST-1 is rescaled to better present the
apportionment of PCN-222/HKUST-1 inside of Zn-AzTPDC.
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In this work, we introduce the concept of modular
programming to tailor the hierarchy and diversity in MTV
polymer/MOF hybrid composites. The idea of modular
programming, inspired by C++ software design principles,
emphasizes isolating the functionalities of a system into
independent, interchangeable modules. Each module contains
all of the information necessary to execute only one desired
functionality without interrupting the other modules. Guided
by modular programming, a system with multiple compatible
components including modules A, B, C, and so forth can be
constructed initially. Subsequent modification of each module
into modules A′, B′, C′, and so forth can be conducted
independently without affecting the behaviors of the other
modules. As a proof of concept, a series of MTV hierarchical
MOFs with various compositions, ratios, and distributions can
be prepared to showcase the compatibility of the modular
approach. Sequential click reactions and acid treatments can be
utilized to selectively modify a certain modular MOF into a
polymer, while other modular MOFs either remain in their
original states or dissolve upon treatment. As a result, a series
of polymer/MOF composites with tailored properties and
behaviors that would be traditionally viewed as incompatible
can be prepared. The programmed hierarchy and diversity
enable the possibility of biomimic cascade and cooperative
processes commonly observed in cells, which typically require
multiple components working coordinately. We envision that
future materials should behave like a multifunctional living
organism that aims to solve extremely complex and diverse
tasks, including those related to transportation, movement,
catalysis, detoxification, and response. All of these functions are
carried out by specialized modules, such as individual flexible
polymers and multivariate MOFs, while the cooperation of
several modules with various functions acting in a coordinated
way is needed.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Preparation of MTV Hierarchical MOFs with Clickable

Units. We first investigated module-independent behaviors in
a simple two-module system. An MTV hierarchical PCN-
222@Zn-AzTPDC was used as a scaffold for the preparation of
polymer/MOF composites because of the significant difference
in the chemical stability of the Zr-based PCN-222 and the Zn-
based Zn-AzTPDC (PCN stands for porous coordination
network, AzTPDC stands for diazide-triphenyldicarboxylate,
Scheme 1b). PCN-222 has been reported to be remarkably
stable in an 8 M HCl solution as indicated by a well-
maintained powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) pattern and N2
uptake.27 Zn-AzTPDC is isoreticular to the interwoven
IRMOF-1628 and shows limited chemical stability only when
in common organic solvents. When exposed to water or acidic
solutions, the Zn-AzTPDC framework quickly degrades and
dissolves. In terms of mechanical stability, the framework of
Zn-AzTPDC is not robust after the removal of guest solvents,
leading to framework collapse as observed by PXRD and the
corresponding N2 sorption isotherm (Figure S17). We
hypothesized that the stability contrast should enable modular
programming: when exposed to stimuli, specific modules will
respond independently without affecting the behavior of the
other modules.
Guided by a retrosynthetic design, the surface of chemically

stable PCN-222 crystals was functionalized initially, allowing
for the further growth of relatively labile Zn-AzTPDC as a shell
MOF.8 The crystals of PCN-222 were treated with an excess of

AzTPDC diethylformamide (DEF) solution for 24 h at 80 °C,
followed by a DEF solution of Zn(NO3)2 for another 24 h at
80 °C. As expected, an MTV hierarchical PCN-222@Zn-
AzTPDC was obtained. The hierarchical PCN-222@Zn-
AzTPDC MOF crystals could be clearly distinguished via
optical micrsocopy (Figure 1a). The core PCN-222,
constructed from porphyrinic linkers, exhibited purple needle-
like crystals, whereas the shell Zn-AzTPDC exhibited a
colorless cubic morphology. The well-maintained crystallinity
of both core PCN-222 and shell Zn-AzTPDC has been
demonstrated by the PXRD patterns of the hierarchical MOFs
(Figure 1e).
Next, we demonstrated that the PCN-222 to Zn-AzTPDC

ratio could be adjusted in the hierarchical PCN-222@Zn-
AzTPDC composites by simply tuning the feed ratios of the
two MOF precursors. The optical images of the resulting
PCN-222@Zn-AzTPDC-(R%) are shown in Figure 1a, where
R% is the mole percentage of PCN-222 as determined by the
1H NMR of the digested samples. The N2 sorption isotherm of
the hierarchical PCN-222@Zn-AzTPDC-(12%) was measured,
showing a much lower N2 uptake as compared to that of pure
PCN-222, as a result of the presence of nonporous Zn-
AzTPDC as the dominant shell MOF in the hierarchical
composite.

Formation of MTV Polymer/MOF Hybrid Composites
via the Cross-Linking of Linkers and the Removal of
Metal Clusters. The independent module behavior was
further utilized to prepare MTV polymer/MOF hybrid
composites via polymerization and hydrolysis. The preformed
hierarchical PCN-222@Zn-AzTPDC templates were reacted
with a tetra-acetylene cross-linker (CL4, Scheme 1b) through a
copper-catalyzed azide−alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) click
reaction that has a well-established procedure.29−32 After 3
days, the product crystals, PCN-222@Zn-AzTPDC-CL4, were
washed repeatedly with fresh DMF. As a result, tunable ratios
of PCN-222 crystals inside click-formed Zn-AzTPDC-CL4
were obtained (Figure 1b). Polymerized PCN-222@Zn-
AzTPDC-CL4 was subsequently treated with an HCl/
dimethylformamide (DMF) (1/5 v/v) solution to selectively
remove the Zn clusters in the hierarchical structures while
maintaining stable Zr-based PCN-222. The ratio and
apportionment of the core PCN-222 remain in the resulting
PCN-222@poly-AzTPDC-CL4 as indicated by the optical
images (Figure 1c).
As indicated by optical images (Figure S4), the hierarchical

MOF composite gradually expands in volume. Because of the
limited acid diffusion rate, an interface between the edge
polymer (poly-AzTPDC-CL4) and the center cubic MOF (Zn-
AzTPDC-CL4) could be easily distinguished. Within 10 min,
the hierarchical MOFs can be transformed into hierarchical
polymer/MOF composites without a noticeable change in the
apportionment and cubic morphology. It should be noted that
without polymerization, PCN-222@Zn-AzTPDC could not
maintain its morphology after hydrolysis. The Zn-AzTPDC
shell MOFs tended to gradually dissolve, and immobilized
PCN-222 was gradually released from the hierarchical
structures, which emphasizes the importance of polymerization
during the modular programming process (Figure S2). A
similar decomposition of hierarchical MOFs, for example,
PCN-224@MOF-5, has also been recorded in previous
reports.8

The transformation process was monitored by FT-IR
spectroscopy and PXRD analysis. As indicated by Figure 1d,
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an azide stretching band at 2095 cm−1 was observed in the
spectra of PCN-222@Zn-AzTPDC, while that same peak
disappears in the spectra of the clicked PCN-222@Zn-
AzTPDC-CL4 and PCN-222@poly-AzTPDC-CL4. This
feature indicates that all of the azide groups in PCN-222@

Zn-AzTPDC have clicked with acetylene groups of the cross-
linker. The peak at 1405 cm−1 of PCN-222@Zn-AzTPDC,
associated with the carboxylate CO symmetric vibration
band, is well maintained after the click reaction, demonstrating
that the click reaction did not influence the Zn−carboxylate
bonds under the mild conditions. After the hydrolysis of PCN-
222@Zn-AzTPDC-CL4, the intensity of the carboxylate CO
peak at 1405 cm−1 decreases significantly, while a new peak at
1706 cm−1, associated with carboxylic acid, appears. This
indicated the successful acidification of the carboxylate groups
into carboxylic acids after the hydrolysis. The PCN-222@poly-
AzTPDC-CL4 functionalized with carboxylic acid groups can
be further modified with Zn ions, allowing for the coordination
of Zn ions and the transformation from carboxylic acid to
carboxylate groups again, as indicated in Figure 1d. In addition,
the PXRD patterns in Figure 1e show the well-maintained
crystallinity of both the core PCN-222 and the shell Zn-
AzTPDC after the click reaction, with the characteristic peaks
of Zn-AzTPDC disappearing and the PCN-222 peaks
remaining after acid treatment. This result supports the
proposed modular programming of hierarchical two-module
MOF structures.
Porosity and stability analyses of the resulting MTV

hierarchical polymer/MOF composites were further con-
ducted. It should be noted that the mechanical stability of
Zn-AzTPDC is very poor. Thus, after activation, Zn-AzTPDC
and its clicked and acidified versions are nonporous (Figure
S17). Notably, after the click reaction, the total N2 uptake of
PCN-222@Zn-AzTPDC-CL4 decreased slightly, possibly
because of the trapped species inside the PCN-222 channels
(Figure S17). These trapped molecules can be further removed
alongside the labile Zn4O clusters upon treatment with an
HCl/DMF solution. The resulting composites also show
excellent chemical stability in various solvents with reversible
flexible behaviors (Figure S20 and S21). Interestingly, the
polymer network can undergo an adaptive guest inclusion:
selective adsorption of a cationic dye (methylene blue) into the
polymer network can be achieved while the anionic dye
(methyl orange) cannot (Figure S22). Therefore, the polymer
shell can function as a door to control the size and charge
selectivity of guests. In terms of thermal stability, PCN-222@
poly-AzTPDC-CL4 is stable up to around 300 °C (Figure
S18). The weight loss at around 200 °C, associated with the
azide group decomposition, in the TGA curve of PCN-222@
Zn-AzTPDC is absent in the TGA curves of PCN-222@Zn-
AzTPDC-CL4 and PCN-222@poly-AzTPDC-CL4, which also
supports the completion of the CuAAC reaction between Zn-
AzTPDC and CL4.

Tailoring MOF Apportionment and Diversity in MTV
Polymer/MOF Composites. The manipulation of MOF
ratios, apportionment, and compositions in MTV polymer/
MOF composites, usually deemed difficult or impossible to
accomplish because of their incompatibility, has been achieved
by modular programming guided synthesis. Remarkably, half−
half Janus-like and center-concentrated hierarchical PCN-222-
on-Zn-AzTPDC structures can be fabricated by tuning the
distribution of core MOFs within shell MOFs (Figure 2). After
centrifugal precipitation, core PCN-222 powders stabilized at
the bottom of the vials allow for the heterogeneous nucleation
and anisotropic growth of Zn-AzTPDC (Figure 2c). This
diffusion-limited solvothermal envioronment enables the
formation of Janus-like PCN-222@Zn-AzTPDC crystals. The
Janus-like PCN-222@Zn-AzTPDC crystals used as templates

Figure 1. Tunable compositions in multivariate hierarchical PCN-
222@poly-AzTPDC-CL4 composites. (a) Models and optical images
showing the controlled incorporation of PCN-222 inside Zn-
AzTPDC, from 0 to 12%. (b) Models and optical images showing
clicked PCN-222@Zn-AzTPDC-CL4 with various PCN-222 ratios.
(c) Models and optical images of a PCN-222@poly-AzTPDC-CL4
series after acid treatment. (d, e) IR spectra and PXRD patterns of
PCN-222@Zn-AzTPDC, clicked PCN-222@Zn-AzTPDC-CL4, and
hydrolyzed PCN-222@poly-AzTPDC-CL4. For comparison, PCN-
222@poly-AzTPDC-CL4 was postsynthetically installed with Zn2+,
and the IR spectra of the resulting material were added to (d). The
scale bar is 100 μm in (a−c).
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can further enable the sequential transformation into Janus
PCN-222@poly-AzTPDC-CL4 with an asymmetric dispersion
of PCN-222 in the polymer phase through the facile
polymerization and hydrolysis treatment (Figure 2d).
Additionally, increasing the concentration of Zn-AzTPDC

precursors in the hierarchical MOF synthesis promotes the
evolution of center-concentrated core−shell PCN-222@Zn-
AzTPDC structures, as indicated by optical imaging (Figure
2a), whereas well-mixed PCN-222@Zn-AzTPDC seeds
facilitated the further growth of shell Zn-AzTPDC. Modular
treatments of the stable PCN-222 phase and labile Zn-
AzTPDC phase produce the corresponding polymer/MOF
composites with controllable distributions. Thus, the positions
of PCN-222 crystals inside the polymer network can be easily
predetermined.
To examine whether modular programming could function

as a general synthesis strategy, we extended this approach to
various representative MOF systems and studied the related
formation of sophisticated hierarchical polymer/MOF compo-
sites (Figure 3). For example, we chose a chemically stable
cubic MOF, PCN-224, as the core MOF, and stepwise
installed organic linkers and Zn4O clusters outside the Zr-
based PCN-224, leading to the formation of a PCN-224@Zn-
AzTPDC structure. A time-resolved optical record, from the
polymerized hierarchical MOFs to the hydrolyzed hierarchical
polymer/MOF composites, was obtained within 10 min
(Figure 3a,b). The slight expansion of the cubic gels and the
well-maintained PCN-224 crystals were observed. Microscopic

Figure 2. Tuning spatial distributions of PCN-222 in MTV
hierarchical PCN-222@poly-AzTPDC-CL4 composites. (a) Prepara-
tion of center-concertrated PCN-222@Zn-AzTPDC. (b) Models and
optical images showing the evolution from center-concentrated PCN-
222@Zn-AzTPDC to PCN-222@poly-AzTPDC-CL4 during poly-
merization and hydrolysis treatment. (c) Preparation of an asym-
metrical dispersion of PCN-222 in a Zn-AzTPDC shell (similar to
Janus particles). (d) Models and optical images showing the evolution
from Janus PCN-222@Zn-AzTPDC to Janus PCN-222@poly-
AzTPDC-CL4 during polymerization and hydrolysis treatment. The
scale bar is 100 μm in (a−d).

Figure 3. Versatility of MTV hierarchical polymer/MOF synthesis
guided by modular programming. (a) Sequential assembly, polymer-
ization, and hydrolysis from PCN-224 to PCN-224@poly-AzTPDC-
CL4. (b) Optical images of the stepwise removal of Zn4O clusters in
hierarchical PCN-224@Zn-AzTPDC-CL4 during treatment with acid
solutions. (c) Polarized optical images of crystals placed in between
crossed polarizers during the transformation from PCN-224@Zn-
AzTPDC-CL4 to PCN-224@poly-AzTPDC-CL4. (d) Sequential
assembly, polymerization and hydrolysis from Zr-UiO-MOFs to Zr-
UiO-MOFs@poly-AzTPDC-CL4: (e) MOF-801, (f) UiO-66, (g)
UiO-67, and (h) PCN-160. The scale bar is 100 μm in (e−h).
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images of the corresponding samples between crossed
polarizers also indicated the crystalline features of the core
Zn-AzTPDC MOF and the amorphous feature of the shell
polymer during the transformation (Figure 3c). The PXRD
patterns also support the independent modular modification
during the polymerization and acidification process (Figure
S19). Meanwhile, other stable MOFs, including MOF-
801(Zr), UiO-66(Zr), UiO-67(Zr), PCN-160(Zr), and PCN-
250 (Fe), were also selected as core MOF variants to enhance
the diversity of the MTV hierarchical polymer/MOF
composites.33 On the basis of the underlying principles
explored above, we were able to construct MTV polymer/
MOF composites with a large number of combinations (Figure
3d−h). The pairing of stable MOF modules with labile while
clickable Zn-MOF modules enables the programming of both
hierarchy and diversity in the polymer/MOF composites. The
formation of various composites including PCN-224@poly-
AzTPDC-CL4, MOF-801@poly-AzTPDC-CL4, UiO-66@
poly-AzTPDC-CL4, UiO-67@poly-AzTPDC-CL4, PCN-
160@poly-AzTPDC-CL4, and PCN-250@poly-AzTPDC-
CL4 was confirmed by optical images and PXRD patterns
(Figures 3 and S19). Therefore, our modular programming
here exhibits a general and powerful tool for manipulating the
hierarchy and diversity in MTV polymer/MOF hybrid
composites.
Modularization in Three-Module Hierarchical Sys-

tems. To further enhance the complexity of the hierarchical
systems, we introduce the concept of modularization into an
integrated three-module system. Aiming to endow the third
module with different stimulus-responsive behaviors from the
other two modules, we chose HKUST-1 as the compatible
component to tailor the diversity and hierarchy in the resulting
composites. Unlike the nonresponsive behavior of PCN-222
and the polymerization behavior of clickable Zn-AzTPDC,
HKUST-1 can be selectively hollowed out after sequential click
and acid treatments.
When considering the retrosynthetic design principles of

hierarchical MOFs, the synthesis sequences should be
conducted in the order of decreasing bond strengths of these
three modules (Zr−O > Cu−O > Zn−O).32,33 In other words,
Zr-MOFs that require harsh synthesis conditions should be
prepared first and then installed with Cu-based and Zn-based
coordination compounds sequentially (Figure 4f). The multi-
ple postsynthesis steps were achieved from Zr-based PCN-222
to PCN-222-BTC, PCN-222@HKUST-1, and PCN-222@
HKUST-1-AzTPDC, resulting in the final three-module
hierarchical MOF (PCN-222@HKUST-1)@Zn-AzTPDC. As
indicated in Figure 4g, the immobilization of PCN-222 inside
the single crystals of HKUST-1 leads to the formation of
purple cubes, while pure HKUST-1 possesses blue cubic
features (Figure 4b). The successful fabrication of the three-
module core−shell MOF, (PCN-222@HKUST-1)@Zn-
AzTPDC, involves PCN-222@HKUST-1 functioning as a
seed for the epitaxial growth of Zn-AzTPDC. In this case, the
apportionment of PCN-222 was strongly confined within the
lattice of HKUST-1. After click modification, the morphology
and color of the resulting (PCN-222@HKUST-1)@Zn-
AzTPDC-CL4 remained, as observed in Figure 4k,l. After
acid exposure, the three modules displayed three totally
different and independent behaviors: module A (Zn-AzTPDC)
was transformed to an amorphous polymer while the cubic
morphology was maintained; module B (PCN-222) was well
preserved throughout all treatment; and module C (HKUST-

1) was gradually dissolved and a hollow void was generated
inside the composites. As indicated in Figure 4j, after the labile
deep-blue HKUST-1 crystals were selectively removed, the
original dark PCN-222@HKUST-1 cores were turned into
purple PCN-222@hollow cores. Overall, the integration of
these individual modules together enables the successful
fabrication of the (PCN-222@hollow)@poly-AzTPDC-CL4
hierarchical structure.
Alternatively, Zr-based PCN-222 and Cu-based HKUST-1

can both act as seeds for the epitaxial growth of a Zn-AzTPDC
shell, resulting in the formation of HKUST-1@(PCN-222@
Zn-AzTPDC) (Figure 4a). Different from the confined
apportionment of PCN-222 in the previous (PCN-222@
HKUST-1)@Zn-AzTPDC-CL4, PCN-222 is well dispersed in
the hierarchical HKUST-1@(PCN-222@Zn-AzTPDC) struc-
ture. By sequential polymerization and acidification, HKUST-1
was selectively hollowed out while PCN-222 and Zn-AzTPDC
were transformed to their desired forms (Figure 4b−e).
Eventually, a hollow@(PCN-222@poly-AzTPDC-CL4) with

Figure 4.Modular programming on MTV hierarchical polymer/MOF
composites with three modules and controlled apportionments. (a)
Schematic illustration of the stepwise evolution from HKUST-
1@(PCN-222@Zn-AzTPDC) to hollow@(PCN-222@poly-
AzTPDC-CL4). (b) Optical images of HKUST-1 single crystals. (c)
Optical images of HKUST-1@(PCN-222@Zn-AzTPDC) crystals.
(d) Optical images of hollow@(PCN-222@poly-AzTPDC-CL4). (e)
Optical images of HKUST-1@(PCN-222@Zn-AzTPDC-CL4) crys-
tals. (f) Schematic illustration of the stepwise evolution from (PCN-
222@HKUST-1)@Zn-AzTPDC to (PCN-222@hollow)@poly-
AzTPDC-CL4. (g) Optical images of PCN-222@HKUST-1 crystals.
(h, i) Optical images of (PCN-222@HKUST-1)@Zn-AzTPDC
crystals. (j) Optical images of (PCN-222@hollow)@poly-AzTPDC-
CL4. (k, l) Optical images of (PCN-222@HKUST-1)@Zn-AzTPDC-
CL4 crystals. The scale bar is 100 μm in (b−l).
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controlled hierarchy and diversity can be obtained. It should be
noted that other synthesis sequences in the three-module
system are impossible or extremely difficult to achieve because
of the required retrosynthesis principles.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Overall, our results here exemplify the idea of modular
programming with respect to the hierarchy and diversity in
MTV polymer/MOF composites. The engineering of the
component ratio, spatial apportionment, and modular
composition in polymer/MOF composites was achieved,
giving an unparalleled level of control over guest transportation
and recognition. The approach here utilizes the instability of
modular MOFs, a generally unwanted feature, to transform a
certain module A into A′, resulting in the construction of
polymer/MOF composites that are traditionally viewed as
incompatible. These results show the possibility of the tailored
fabrication of multivariate materials with hierarchical struc-
tures. This general synthesis approach guided by modular
programming also enables investigations into hierarchy and its
structured control flow, which is a critical design feature of
future materials for their fast adaptivity and responses to
variable environmental conditions. Potential applications
involving the cooperative effects among multiple modules
will be developed. Applications targeting the pairing of
advantages of MOF periodicity with the flexible features of
polymers are currently being developed in our laboratory.
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